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On June 13th, 14th and 15th, about 60 knife enthusiasts descended on the beautiful Clow Property in 
Tilley, Alberta, for the 4th Annual Southern Alberta Hammer-In.  It was three days filled with learning, 
sharing, laughter and friendship!  In the above photo are the 5 main instructors for this years 
symposium.  From left, Kevin Cashen, Bruce Bump, Ed Caffrey, Dana Hackney and Steve Kelly (hard 
at work!)  Many more photos and reflections on this in this newsletter.
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Southern Alberta Hammer-In a
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SUCCESS!



President's Report:

 

 

Gerry Kievit     
780-662-3821      

      
gkievitknives@hotmail.com

Hi everyone. My name is Gerry Kievit. I feel very privileged to be elected as the 
new president of the WCKA.  Roger Hatt has left some big shoes to fill because 
he did an awesome job for the last three years. 

I have been a member of the WCKA for five years and have enjoyed every minute 
of it. I have made many new friends, all knife enthusiasts.

It was great to see such a large turn out of members at the Southern Alberta 
Hammer-in once again this year. A huge thank you to Jim and Bev Clow for 
hosting the Hammer-In. We had a large number of members present for the 
general meeting that weekend. I'm not big on public speaking but I managed to 
work my way through with the guidance of Linda Nelson. I would also like to 
welcome all the new members who have joined.  Hope you all enjoy the 
fellowship that I have experienced.

My next knife function will be the third annual Metal Art Show and Sale at the 
Reynold's Alberta Museum in Wetaskiwin, AB. This show is always well 
represented by a lot of WCKA members. Club member, Jim Takenaka and his 
staff do a wonderful job of setting up and promoting this show. This show is a two 
day showcase of not only knives but also other metal art such as jewelry, metal 
sculpture, plasma cut signs and ornaments, blacksmith art and copper smithing. 
So highlight September 20 and 21 on your calendar.



Member Profile

Rod Olson

Olson Knives

403-646-5838
rod.olson@hotmail.com

Rod Olson is a relatively new 
member of the WCKA but has 

quickly become a strong supporter 
of the club, and is now the current 

Treasurer.  

He has also offered to do the knife 
for the WCKA Raffle this year.  It 
is already completed and will be 
featured in the next newsletter.

Here is Rod's Profile

Rod began making knives part 
time in 1979, and continued onto folders 
in the early 1980's.  When he retired in 
2012 he started making knives full time.

His major influences have been 
Henry Frank, Wolfgang Loechner, and 
Brian Tighe.

His specialities are button lock 
folding knives of various sizes.  He uses 
high grade stainless blade steels, 
titanium, carbon fibre, stabilized wood, 
pearl and stag.  

He marks his knives with his last 
name.  These precision knives begin at 
$440.00



Hammer In 2014, June 12,13,14,15.  (submitted by Neil Ashworth)

Kevin Cashen was the first presenter on Friday at the 2014 southern Alberta hammer in held at Jim 
and Bev Clow's at Tilley, Alberta. (Kevin cashen is writing a book) He talked at length about heat 
treating and the chemical and mechanical changes that take place in the steel.  He emphasized 
several times that proper heat treat and quench contribute greatly to the usability of the knife.

To spheroidize steel, make it annealed: ramp the steel 1375 for an hour then down to 850 
degrees at 50 degrees/ hour or slower.   Or     Heat just barely to non magnetic and shut off the forge 
or kiln and let it cool in the kiln over time. 

Cycle through the heating to normalize and put carbon back in Damascus welds. Magnetic to 
non-magnetic again. You should not be able to see austenite grains or they are too big. Have to pay 
more attention to carbide structure. 

Taylor the heat-treat to the type of steel you have. 
Rate of heating can affect grain structure because grain structure happen over time. 

Overheating causes grain growth, not soaking at temperature. Decarburation is the downside of 
soaking, however we can take off five thou and be back into the steel with grinding.

Kevin mentioned that if we keep our heat treating salt pot covered to keep the salt neutral then 
we don’t get polka dot decarburation. The addition of silicon carbide can return it to neutral or discard 
and replace a cup of your salt every heat treat. This will keep it fresh.

Can straighten blades between 500 and 400 degrees but be quick before it becomes cubic 
centered on the way down. 

Freezing at very cold temperatures speeds up the precipitation of carbides that occurs over 
millenia at room temperatures. Freezing continues the hardening process. 
Hypereutectoids and hypoeutectoids. 

Can straighten steel by taking it to tempering and hold it there for a cycle.
Have to have over .08% carbon in steel to end up with retained austenite. 
Kevin likes to use twisted wire inlay. 26 gauge iron wire. 28 feet twisted up with a drill to 14 

feet. Nice patina. 
Choose the right steel for the use of the knife. 
Several things contribute to knife failure or success:

Bad application choices
Bad heat treatment
Specific properties needed, chemistry, recognizes limits of our ability to work with the limits heat treat 
to replace ductility with strength Carbon: strength, abrasion resistance
Toughness: nickel, silicon, vanadium
Strength(hardness): manganese, chromium, molybdenum 
Abrasion resistance: vanadium(above .25%), tungsten, niobium, titanium
Hardenability: CR,MN, MB, S
Corrosion resistance: Cr, Ni

See Pierre Rodrigue for how to make chefs knives. He is a master at making knives that please 
professional culinary experts.

Ed Caffrey made a hidden tang knife with us. He led many people through the process of designing 
and putting together a beautiful knife using this method.  One of his tools that is very handy is a
pathfinder bit, 1/4 inch rom Milwaukee to hollow out the hidden tangs.

Steve Kelly made a folder for us, while we watched. He talked about self-employment being 
successful due to work ethic and sticking to your work schedule. 

Steve superglues the pattern to both liners and drills all holes together. 
Bends the liner last from end to middle starting carefully. 
Sticky locks can be due to over bending the lock.  A Sharpie marker on the end of the lock can 

smooth it up as well. Pencil 2HB works also. 



Steve uses155 thou Ti for frame locks
He also uses the anodizing colour scale at higher voltage to anodize the glass bead blasted 

scales first. Then he carves out what he doesn't want, also taking the lock thin part down until he is 
happy with the force it generates. Anodizing then gives him a different colour if he uses less voltage. 
About 120 V to start and then 16 or so to complete the colouring effect. 
He uses the American Metal Exchange for Ti. George@amxinc.co 

He drills through the liner lock and just into the blade deep enough to leave the ball hanging on 
the rim if it is set so it is 18 thou high with a size 54 drill. Use a number 52 drill to enlarge the hole in 
the lock to grab the .0625 ball. 

Screw machine length drills. 54 and 52 sizes buy from: Thomas skinner
KBC
MSC
ENCO.COM

18 to 20 thousandths high detent ball set with arbor press on a 16 thou phosphor bronze 
washer around the ball. Uses ceramic .0625 detent balls for flippers. Black ceramic balls from Alpha 
knife supply. 

Contact Jim Clow re article for Carolyn Hughes. Editor for ABS

Bob Campenot talked with me about an issue I have had with hidden tang knives made from 1/16th 
steel.  He has solved the issue of how to cut such a small slot.  Bob drills a hole for the hidden tang 
oversize and puts brass wedges cut to size on either side, files them off and solders from the inside. 
Useful for thin blade hidden tang bolsters.  

Tracey Mickey at knife dogs for kirinite, a manufactured handle material that has fancy swirls of colour. 
Jantz has some as well.

Clare Broeksma brought a thermocouple made from a furnace  temperature probe and several other 
economical solutions to knife-making problems.

Dana Hackney made twist Damascus on Saturday. Several attendees helped and fun was had by all.
He took two billets of 15N20 and 1084 and made about 160 layers with each. He then octagon shaped 
them about 2" in diameter and 12" long. Jesse Bartram and Darby Grady supplied the muscle and 
they twisted one right, the other left.  This would allow them to be squared and welded together in 
preparation to make either a type of feather pattern or, with accordion cutting, to make a chevron 
pattern. 

Ed Caffrey demonstrated sharpening and set up for the journeyman test. He also demonstrated 
shaping an intricate guard with filing, as well as grinding a blade for all to see. 

Jesse Bartram tested for his ABS Journeyman Certificate!  Ed Caffrey M.S. was the judge and Jesse 
did very well, passing all parts easily. The tension was palpable but he cruised through with flying 
colours! First Albertan tested in Alberta for the ABS journeyman's certificate!

We had 58 people in attendance this year!  A good time was had by all and the visiting lasted well into 
the night, at the fire and in various motor homes and fifth wheels.

Thank you very much to Jim and Bev Clow for hosting yet again!  A good deal of quality knife making 
information was shared by the presenters and many more, qualified knife makers all.  See you next 
year!



In this photo, Bev and Jim Clow receive the monies raised with this years raffle from organizer, Susan Neal.

A display of the amazing raffle items     
       Jim presents winner Cal Heinrich the Collaboration knife

There is a raffle 
every year using 
donations from the 
attendees to raise 
money for Jim and 
Bev Clow to bring 
presenters to the 
next Hammer In. 
Over $1600 was 
raised at this year's 
raffle.  This is 
always a fun event 
that is organized 
by Susan Neal and 
Jay Kemble.  
Thanks to them 
and to the 
generousity of our 
members!!  You're 
the best!!

Raffle Fun 



   Bill looks a tad jealous about all of Pierre's winnings!!  

Terry Lee and Allen look on as Susan mixes           Hannah draws out the winning knife ticket
                       the tickets

Ed Caffrey supplied the damascus, Steve Kelly 
made the knife, Roger Hatt ground the blade 
and Cal Heinrich took the knife home!!!!!The Collaboration Knife Team
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Knife-making was not the only skill on 
display at the Hammer-In. Wood 
carving, metal work, pens, wood turning 
and this year, even some music 
showcased the other amazing talents our 
knife-makers have.
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Making

Memories

Cal Heinrich brought 
his collection of 
intricate wood 

carvings to share with 
fellow WCKA 

members this year. 
He made a special one 

to present to Jim in 
appreciation of all the 
support Jim has given 
him through the years. 
The carving “Jim, the 

steel maker” was 
wonderful!

Also, Cal made the 
day of participant 

Anne who admired 
Cal's carving called 

ACES.  Although, Cal 
does not normally sell 
or give his creations 
away, he decided this 
was a special occasion 
and gave Anne ACES 
to keep at her house!! 
A special moment at 

the show.



...INSTRUCTORS INSTRUCTING......



...and  WCKA Members share their skills as 
well......



An exciting event at this year's Hammer-In was Jesse Bartram taking his Journeyman Smith 
Certification test from MS Ed Caffrey.  This was the first time that this has taken place in 
Alberta and the audience enjoyed the tension of the event.

Jesse has been a member of the American Bladesmith Society for several years, and was 
excited to test to begin his journey towards receiving a 'JS' in this trade.  The Performance 
Test is conducted in the following sequence:

1. Rope Cutting, to test the edge geometry and sharpness
2. Wood Chopping, to demonstrate edge toughness
3. Shaving Hair to demonstrate edge retention
4. Bending to show that the applicant is able to heat treat a knife with a soft back and 

a hard edge

Jesse did an amazing job in all these facets of the test and there was lots of whooping 
and hollering when he completed it.  Congratulation, Jesse, on a job well done!!

WCKA Member 

Jesse Bartram 

tests for his

 Journeyman Smith 
Certificate

Jesse and Ed share a special moment after the testing is finished, at left, while at right, many 
smiles were evident and photos were taken as people share in Jesse's proud moment.



Members...

...visiting...
...sharing...

...learning....



...joining....
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Food, Fire, Friends and Family...

Is there anything better??



 

There was a great turnout for the first 
WCKA meeting held at the Hammer-In 
on Saturday night.  With the new 
President, Gerry Kievit, chairing, there 
was lots of discussion as to where the 
direction of the club may go.  With the 
majority of the membership now in 
Alberta, it was agreed that we should 
have as many meetings as possible in 
Alberta to allow more participation.  
More on some of the things that were 
discussed in the next newsletter.

Unfortunately, the weather for the weekend did not co operate 100%, and some 
of the campers who arrived in fair weather found themselves in deep prairie 
mud by the time Sunday afternoon came around.  No problem is too big for this 
outfit, though, and 'Uncle Dan' from across the road came in short order and 
pulled the RVs out to the solid ground... “Thanks, Dan... You're the Man!!”



The participants of the Hammer-In pose for the traditional group shot.

Once again, we send our HUGE thanks to Bev and Jim Clow for organizing this 
fabulous event.  It keeps getting better and better each year.  We appreciate 
everything you do to make this happen!!

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Upcoming Shows and Events:

Aug. 29 and 30 – Vernon Gun, Antique and Outdoor Show Contact Phyllis at 
pcwbow422gmail.com

Sept. 20 and 21 – Metal Art Show, Wetaskiwin, AB   jim.takenaka@gov.ab.ca

Oct. 18 and 19 – Salmon Arm Gun and Antique Show

NB:  These are the only shows that we are contacted about. If you wish some other shows put into 
the newsletter, let me know!



George's News from the North:  
submitted by George Roberts

(Editor's note:  George Roberts consistently shares his knowledge of 
knifemaking with various groups on a year round basis.  At the AGM, George 
agreed to do a regular submission for the newsletter highlighting some of 
the courses he has organized throughout the year.  We look forward to 
future stories)

2014 Christmas Creek Healing Camp, Haines Junction, Yukon

This year we had17 men in the camp for ten days of healing, knife making and recreation.  All had a 
great time and shared in the learning of knife making held  May 28th-June 6th.  All was good in “the 
hood”, even caught some nice lake trout as well!  Yum –Yum! 



2014 traditional tool making workshop 

This was held at my shop here in Whitehorse, Yukon. These participants were from BC, NWT, and 
Yukon, with visitors from Alaska.  In this workshop, we made traditional hide scraping tools; some 
were remakes of ancient designs and old relics of passed down tools. The workshop was planned for 
participants to make two tools each in the four days. We ended up making fifty five tools!  The ten 
participants were very busy and excited to make their own tools which they will now use. The whole 
idea of the workshop is to bring back and retain the tradition of home tanning hides harvested from 
hunting moose and Caribou.  They turn the hides into clothing and moccasins, gloves and hats. 



Hatt's Hints:  Lighting is extremely important in anyone's shop.  I have 
found as I get older, that I need to experiment with different types of 
lighting to see what type suits my various needs.  I recently replaced my 
'old' lights in the main part of my shop with some fluorescents.  I wish I 
had my 'old' ones back.  So, with all the options available to you these 
days, switch lights around and see which type suits you for your needs.  
***************************************************************************************************************************************

Some final thoughts from the Editor:   

Well... the bad news was that through some unfortunate events, Roger and I had to cut our trip to Australia 
short.  The good news was we were able to attend the Fourth Annual Southern Alberta Hammer-In on June 
13th, 14th and 15th.  As usual it was a wonderful event and our membership grew by about 10!!  This is mainly 
due to the encouragement of Jim Clow.  If there was an award for enthusiasm for the Club, Jim would get it!!  
Our membership is now over 80!!  A current list will be sent out shortly.

I thank Rod Olson for his contribution this month and also to Gerry Kievit for his prompt reply after my request 
for his President's Message!  I appreciate Neil Ashworth’s summary of what happened at the Hammer-In.  
George Roberts is always diligent with sending photos and short write-ups about what is happening in the 
north country.  As I have mentioned before, I encourage members to send in write-up, photos and trivia to 
include in this newsletter.  It is your newsletter.... make it what you want!!  

I anticipate the next newsletter will go out sometime in September, after the Wetaskiwin Show.

                    My email is dianehatt@hotmail.co  m  

Gerry with a piece of his damascus

Past WCKA Presidents Ron Nelson and Roger Hatt with

newly elected President Gerry Kievit.



WCKA Membership Application For 2014

New member  ____________ Year 2014
Renewal member  _________

Membership Fee Structure – January 1 to December 31

Knifemaker/Associate Single..................$20.00
Knifemaker/Associate & Family.........$25.00

*Family members must all reside at the same residence to qualify for Family Membership.
Associate members include:  Collectors, Dealers, Mfr./Distributors

(WCKA Membership includes Newsletters)

Name(s): __________________________________________________

                             __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________
                                             (Please include all names for family membership)

Address: __________________________________________________

City: ________________________________ Prov./State _______

Postal Code/Zip Code: _____________________________

Phone: __________________________________  Fax: _________________

E-mail address: _________________________________________________

Payment enclosed:  $ _____________     Date: _______________________

Membership list, complete with member information, will be sent to all members.  Do you 
want your name to appear on this list?

Yes ________

No _________

Return to:  WCKA, c/o Diane Hatt, 2862 Mabel Lake Road, Enderby, B.C. V0E 1V5



                  


